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Idahoâ€™s rivers hold a wealth of riches for avid paddlers, floaters, and anglers. Paddling Idaho

features the best river trips for the perfect paddle, whether it is a half-day or a full-day trip. History

buffs will appreciate the sidebars detailing local information. Look inside to find:Full-color

photosGPS coordinatesDetailed river descriptionsMaps showing access points and river milesLevel

of difficulty, optimal flows, rapids, and other hazardsHistorical informationFor more than twenty-five

years, FalconGuidesÂ® have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks. Written by top experts, each

guide invites you to experience the adventure and beauty of the outdoors.
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An OK book for fairly broad and general information about runnable rivers in Idaho.If you want a

book with useful maps and accurate, detailed information about rapids, features, points of interest,

this is not it.The most glaring oversight in this book is the listed flows (CFS). In this book, the listings

are virtually useless for every type of river runner. But especially for rafters. If you're a rafter and

want to know what the runnable flows are for any stretch, you will not find that information in this

book. Example-- you're a rafter and want to know if you can run river "XYZ" at 1,000 CFS. This book

gives zero indication as to whether or not that can be done. The author simply list which type of craft

are good for a particular run (ex, kayak, raft, canoe, SUP) and lists a very, very broad CFS range

(ex 500-10,000). The low end of the range listed for just about every run in this book, by far,



exceeds what is runnable in a raft. If you try taking a raft down many of the runs in this book at the

lower third of the author's listed CFS, you will be dragging or portaging your boat a lot, if you can

even get it down the river at all. Even for kayakers, the information in this book only tells you, very

broadly, the flows at which it's possible to float down a stretch of river. It does not indicate which

ones are ideal, fun, challenging or boring.Additionally, the listed craft are very subjective. Plenty of

people paddle a lot of the runs in this book on SUPs, but in this book, they're not listed for these

runs.The maps in this book are very, very broad. They only show where major put-ins, take-outs

and a few developed campgrounds are. That is it.
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